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10. DECLARATIONS 
The personal property declaration serves as a taxpayer’s application for the personal property exemption. 
There are two types of declarations – regular and transient. Characteristics with a Business Type of 
‘Transient’ will get transient declarations; otherwise, they will get regular declarations. 

Regular declarations allow taxpayers to either declare assets or declare an overall value less than the 
maximum exemption. Transient declarations are used to report assets that move from county to county, 
with county names and the number of months the asset was in each county. 

Declarations can be printed in batches for regular and transient personal property, or as needed for 
individual characteristics. Declarations can be tracked and reminder notices sent to taxpayers who do not 
return them. 

MANDATORY DECLARATIONS 

Taxpayers are required to file declarations for all of their associated parcels in each year they meet one or 
more of the following criteria: 

 

New 
Applicant 

Applicant is establishing initial eligibility for the personal property exemption in current year 

Established 
Applicant 

Applicant has established eligibility for the exemption in a prior year 
and has been granted the exemption continuously since then 

Non-Qualifying 
Categories 

Applicant had assets and/or taxable value in one or more 
non-qualifying categories in immediately-preceding year 

Qualifying 
Categories 

Applicant had a total taxable value (before exemption) 
greater than or equal to the maximum exemption in immediately-preceding year 

Renewing 
Applicant 

Renewal requirement has been eliminated from statute; 
however, capability still exists within CAI Property in case it is reinstated in the future 

OPTIONAL DECLARATIONS 

In addition to the mandatory declarations above, users may also opt to create declarations for taxpayers 
with total taxable value less than the maximum exemption. This is typically done to check for asset changes 
that may put taxpayers over the maximum. For example, a county may choose to send declarations to 
taxpayers that are within $10,000 of the maximum. With a maximum of $100,000, the user would build 
declarations using $90,000 as the minimum value that will trigger declarations. 

If a county chooses to send optional declarations, they must also decide what to do with them when they 
are returned and also when applying any adjustments to values for absence of return (AOR). You may want 
to update all returned declarations, mandatory and optional, or only update optional declarations if they 
will result in a taxable value greater than the maximum.  

FORMS FOR PRINTING 

Regular personal property declarations are typically printed on laser forms provided by the State Tax 
Commission. They have a blank front and pre-printed instructions on the back. Declarations can also be 
printed on blank paper, with instructions printed separately or on the back of the form (this option works 
best for individual declarations rather than batch printing). 

Transient declarations print on blank paper. 

All declarations are formatted to fit in a standard #10 window envelope. The form always leaves at least 
five blank lines at the end for property owners to add new assets. If a page ends up with less than five blank 
lines, a page with blank asset lines will print with it. 
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10A. PRINT A SINGLE DECLARATION 
 Personal Property Characteristic 

Declarations can be printed as needed for any personal property characteristic. Its Business Type field will determine a 
regular or transient declaration will be created. 

NOTE Individual declarations do not require a build process; they can be printed from any personal 
property characteristic at any time 

 PRINT A DECLARATION 
1. Begin ............................................. From a personal property characteristic, click the Print/View button 
2. Select Report ................................. PP Declaration 
3. Return Date ................................... Enter deadline for returning declaration; date entered will print as follows:  

“RETURN WITHIN 10 DAYS OR BEFORE <Return Date>” 

4. Continue ........................................ Click View or Print to create the declaration; Cancel to exit 

 TRACKING A DECLARATION 
Each personal property characteristic has a field to store the date when a declaration has been mailed. This is used for 
tracking the return status of declarations for sending reminder notices. 

Creating an individual declaration does not populate this field. To take advantage of the tracking capabilities, you should 
manually enter the mailing date. 
1. Declaration Mailed ........................ Enter the date you mailed the declaration 
2. Save ............................................... Click OK button to save changes 
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10B. REGULAR DECLARATIONS IN BATCH 
Declarations are created in batch twice a year, once for regular personal property and again for transient 
personal property. The Business Type field on each parcel’s characteristics determines which type of 
declaration is needed. Transient business types get transient declarations, while all others get regular 
declarations.  

A number of factors go into deciding which parcels will receive declarations each year. The program 
evaluates each exemption application, parcel and value record as it builds a file that is then used to print 
declarations. When an applicant meets the criteria shown above for mandatory declarations, all of its 
associated parcels will get declarations in either the regular or transient build processes. 

NOTE Annual updates of function codes and/or depreciation schedules is NOT required in order to build 
declarations. They should be updated before processing returned declarations, but it can take place 
anytime before the final batch calculation of asset values before closing the Primary roll. 

10B1. Preliminary Steps 

10B1A. Copy Processing 
Verify that each of the following copy processes has been completed. They are typically done as part of the primary roll 
and/or end-of-year copies.  

NOTE Do not continue until all of the following processes have been completed 

PARCELS & CHARACTERISTICS 

 Primary Roll ................................... Copy PP Primary 

 End of Year .................................... Copy PP EOY 

EXEMPTIONS 

 End of Year .................................... Copy PP Exemption EOY 

YEAR-BASED TABLES 

 Exemption Control ........................ Copy Assessment Year Tables  | PP Exemption Control 

 Depreciation .................................. Copy Assessment Year Tables  | PP Depreciation 

10B1B. Parcel Maintenance 

 New Parcels ................................... Add any new parcels in current property year that you want to include in the batch 
declaration process 
● After creating any new personal property parcel, make sure to associate it to a personal 

property exemption applicant 

 Expired Parcels .............................. Inactivate or delete any parcel in current property year that you want to exclude 
from the batch declaration process 
● Update associated personal property exemption application to remove inactive or deleted 

parcels 

10B1C. PP Exemption Control 
This table is typically updated only after legislative action or direction from the State Tax Commission 

 Update as needed 
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10B1D. Declaration Messages 

 Tools | Table Maintenance | Assessor | Appraisal | Characteristics | Personal Property | PP Declaration Messages 

Declarations can include customized messages based on the Business Type of each parcel's personal property characteristic. 
Messages are used each time a declaration is printed. 

 Existing Messages ......................... Review any existing messages and update or delete as needed 

 New Messages .............................. Add any new messages as needed 

10B1E. Asset Market Values 
The following example shows how each parcel's assets will print on regular (non-transient) declarations. The Market Value 
(highlighted in this example) can be left blank or it can show the depreciated value of each asset. 

 
If you choose to show the market value, it will be based on the each personal property characteristic's Update Year field. 
This field is used to calculate each asset's age (Update Year minus Purchase Year). In addition, the depreciation factors that 
are applied will come from the Update Year's personal property schedules. 

You can build declarations without having annual updates to function codes and/or depreciation schedules completed for 
the current year. 

 If you choose to leave market values blank, skip to Exceptions section below 

 CALCULATE ASSET VALUES 

 Tools | Batch Processing | Assessor | Update Characteristic Values 

1. Selection Criteria ........................... Select records to process as follows: 
● Year ............................... Enter current property year 
● Asset Values................... Under the Personal Property heading, select Asset Market Values 
● Assessment Roll ............. Select Primary roll 

2. Process .......................................... Click OK to continue; Cancel to close without processing 
● This job will run on the workstation being used 
● Do not turn shutdown or turn power off while it is running 

3. Continue ........................................ Click OK button to continue 
4. Process Records ............................ Read verification message and click Yes to begin processing; No or Cancel to close 

without processing 
● A message will display when processing is finished; click OK to close 
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10B1F. Exceptions 
Review and fix exceptions as needed 

 STEPS 

 Tools | Table Maintenance | Assessor | Admin | PP Exemption Control 

1. Menu ............................................. Click Processing and Reports Menu button 
2. Select Report ................................. Exemption Exceptions 
3. Selection Criteria ........................... Select records to include as follows: 

● Application Year............. Enter current property year 
● Assessment Roll ............. Select Primary Roll 
● Sort Type ....................... Select a sort option 

○ Name ......................... Parcel-related exceptions sort by primary owner/contact name 
Applicant-related exceptions sort by applicant name 

○ Parcel ........................ Parcel-related exceptions sort by parcel number 
Applicant-related exceptions sort by application number 

4. Process .......................................... Click View or Print to create report; Cancel to close 
5. Update Records ............................. Exception report identifies errors (must be corrected before proceeding), warnings 

(may be okay but need reviewed) and informational messages 
● Update parcels and/or applications as needed 
● Reprint report above after making changes; repeat these steps until all exceptions have 

been corrected or verified 
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10B2. Build Declarations 
 Reports | Batch Reports | Appraisal | PP Declaration 

One panel is used for both building and printing declarations, with separate areas for each. Fields and buttons outside of the 
region for the process you are working on (other than Cancel) do not apply. 

This process populates files that are used to print declarations. The files are cleared each time it runs, allowing users to 
rebuild declarations if needed. Individual declarations can be printed from a parcel’s personal property characteristic panel. 
You do not have to build a declaration in order to print it from a parcel. 

 

 STEPS 
1. Selection Criteria ........................... Select records to process as follows: 

● Year ............................... Enter current property year 
● Business Type ................ Select Personal Property 
● Minimum Value ............. Use default amount (maximum exemption from Control Table) or 

enter a lower amount to use as minimum total taxable value in immediately-preceding 
year when Application Type is Annual and applicant has no non-qualifying categories 

2. Return Deadline ............................ Enter deadline for returning declarations 
● Text prints exactly as entered, as shown here: 

   
3. Continue ........................................ Click Build Declaration Files to continue 
4. Process Records ............................ Read verification message and click Yes to begin processing; No or Cancel to close 

without processing 
● This job will run on the workstation being used 
● Do not turn shutdown or turn power off while it is running 
● A message will display when processing is finished; click OK to close 
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10B3. Print Declarations 
 Reports | Batch Reports | Appraisal | PP Declaration 

One panel is used for both building and printing declarations, with separate areas for each. Fields and buttons outside of the 
region for the process you are working on (other than Cancel) do not apply. 

This process prints all declarations created during the most recent build process. Individual declarations can be printed from 
a parcel’s personal property characteristic panel. You do not have to build a declaration in order to print it from a parcel. 

NOTE Pre-printed forms have instructions on the back; if printing on blank paper, instructions can be printed 
separately by selecting “Personal Property Instructions” 

 

 STEPS 
1. Report Selection ............................ Personal Property Declaration 
2. Declaration Print Order ................. Choose a sort option 

FIRST SORT SECOND SORT THIRD SORT 

Applicant Name............................... Parcel Number 
Primary Owner/Contact Name ........ Parcel Number 
Parcel Number 
Zip Code .......................................... Applicant Name ...................... Parcel Number 
Zip Code .......................................... Primary Owner/Contact Name Parcel Number 
Zip Code .......................................... Parcel Number 

3. Pre-Printed Forms ......................... If using pre-printed forms, load them into printer before continuing 
4. Print............................................... Click Print or View button to continue; Cancel to exit 
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11. DEPRECIATION 
The following steps must be completed before you begin processing returned declarations. 

11A1A. Depreciation 

 FUNCTION CODES 

 Tools | Table Maintenance | Assessor | Appraisal | Characteristics | Personal Property | PP Function Codes 
 

 Update Table ......................... As needed 
● Refer to State Tax Commission's annual Idaho Property Valuation Schedules for changes 

they recommend 

 Print Report ........................... Optional 

 DEPRECIATION SCHEDULES 

 Tools | Table Maintenance | Assessor | Appraisal | Characteristics | Personal Property | PP Depreciation Factor 
 

 Update table ......................... As needed 
● Refer to State Tax Commission's annual Idaho Property Valuation Schedules for changes 

they recommend. Calendar year adjustments are done automatically by using the current 
property year to calculate asset ages. If STC change documentation says there are no 
changes other than calendar year, there is no need to update depreciation schedules. 

 Print Report ........................... Optional 

 

 
 


